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User November 21, 2014 MyWish has announced that they have registered one millionth user on their platform, a user that

never wanted to leave. MyWish has developed a technology called MeYou, which allows users to create their wishlist and share
it with others. The more people that click on your wish, the more it will cost to fulfil. Through MyWish, users can share their

wishlist and ask people for gifts. On the flip side, if people are asked to fulfill the wish of someone else, they get paid for it. As
their user base continues to grow, they are seeing an increasing number of wish fulfillment requests and, as a result, they have

had to update their platform. This update allows their users to do just that, buy more wishes. Due to the way their platform
works, it is always best to ask someone what they want before you buy it for them. If you buy a gift for someone and they don’t
like it, they have no obligation to pay for it. Since 2008, MyWish has served some 2.5 billion wishes to their users. Now, they
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want to support all of their users by offering a world-wide wish-fulfilling platform. MyWish users are rewarded for sharing
information about their wishlist and also for asking people for gifts. By rewarding people for their helpfulness, they will be able
to continue to grow, add more features and deliver greater results.Q: readdir returns error I'm trying to make a recursive dir list
in PHP. This is my code. $dir = new DirectoryIterator("./"); while($it = $dir->read()) { if($it->isDot()) { $it->getFilename();
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